T24 (Gates) Sample Prayer
Sample Prayers - Chapter Nine: Under Pressure
“Pappa, as we mature, we seen life through Your eyes more and more. This leads us to
accept that which is best over what we prefer. Today we choose to be stewards of all You
have entrusted us with in the environment You are giving the world. This means grace is
lessening so all can see how consequences connect to specific choices we make. It means
that you are increasing the thlipsis pressure on the earth so people can no longer hide
their selfish choices that are causing harm to others. It is a good thing for them, and it is
a good thing for us. Amen.”
SPEED LISTENING
“Pappa, we do not want to be trapped under the avalanche of information raining down
from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. We do not want to react to this overload
by failing to listen and hear what is being shared with use by You or by others in the
world. We return to You from any distractions we have held on to by releasing them and
receiving the Blood of Jesus. All of creation is now purified, redeemed, and restored back
to You. Let the resurrection be a resurrection of living life in the present, in communion
with You, so we can hear everything we need to hear. Glory to You God. Amen.”
DOGS
“Pappa, we choose to stop fighting with others on the floor for mere crumbs. Instead we
look around us to see the legs of the chair, stand on our feet, and sit at the chair that has
our name on it. We choose to live life as Your children, eating the fresh bread that You
serve us each day from the Italian Bakery of heaven. We choose to mature, and learn
how to make bread so we can feed many more. We choose to bring in those You assign to
us so they too can find their chair and sit with the family. Amen.”
JEZEBEL AND BALAAM
“Pappa, our days of covenant with Jezebel for idolatry and Balaam for immorality are
over. We wash these parts of our soul with the Blood of Jesus and they are purified and
redeemed. We are restored and made whole again. We repent of connecting with this evil
and the covenants are dissolved. The programs of fear, ambition, and selfish pleasure are
dismantled, and we are free to rest in the holiness of our covenant with You. Amen.”
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T24 (Gates) Sample Prayer
Sample Prayers - Chapter Seven: Mapless
“Pappa, we ask not just for you to show us the right direction, but to teach us Your way.
To give us a direction that will lead us to a path not yet travelled that teaches us how to
appreciate all that takes place, even when that way gets rough. And to appreciate all the
bumps, hills and obstructions. Teach us not only what road to take, but how to find the
most enjoyment and pleasure in that journey. Pappa help us understand the purpose for
the journey (without having to know the conclusion) and He guide us on our way. We
allow You to be our space so we can become Your time.”
Sample Prayers - Chapter Eight: Coming to our senses
“Pappa, we are so much more than a body of bodies. We are designed to be the
embodiment of you. Help us remember how to experience you fully, so we have an
experience to share with others that they will never forget.
Our senses affirm our design and allow us to experience you and engage with the world
beyond us. The covenant of our senses is to help us not disengage. To stay connected
with You while connecting the world to You. When we disconnect, there are two worlds
and there is no longer experience to connect us. Connection is lost and we can’t become
one. We return to being engaged so the world can encounter you.”
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